
Is It Perfect? Activity Sheet
Read the following sentences and choose the correct verbs to make them the present 
perfect tense. 

1. Line up everyone; the bell (rang / has rung) already. 

2. Look how neat the hedge is now – Dad and I (have trimmed / trimmed) it. 

3. If you (have finished / finished) your lunch, you can go out to play. 

4. My little sister (learned / has learned) to ride her bike today. 

5.  If you (have brought / brought) your wellies, you can play in the snow. 

6. Amara (rode / has ridden) a horse lots of times. 

Now complete the following sentences by writing the present perfect tense of the 
verb given. 

1. Oh no, I (break)                                                                  my pencil. 

2. Petr (win)                                                      the competition before. 

3. All afternoon, my dog (chase)                                                      squirrels in the park. 

4. Keira (visit)                                                      Spain many times.  

5. We (live)                                                      in this house since I was two years old. 

6. Because we are on holiday, we (stay)                                                      in 
the pool most of the morning.
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Is It Perfect? Answer Sheet
1. Line up everyone; the bell (rang / has rung) already. 

2. Look how neat the hedge is now – Dad and I (have trimmed / trimmed) it. 

3. If you (have finished / finished) your lunch, you can go out to play. 

4. My little sister (learned / has learned) to ride her bike today. 

5.  If you (have brought / brought) your wellies, you can play in the snow. 

6. Amara (rode / has ridden) a horse lots of times. 

 

1. Oh no, I (break) have broken my pencil. 

2. Petr (win) has won the competition before. 

3. All afternoon, my dog (chase) has chased squirrels in the park. 

4. Keira (visit) has visited Spain many times.  

5. We (live) have lived in this house since I was two years old. 

6. Because we are on holiday, we (stay) have stayed in the pool most of the morning.
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